EQUIPMENT
Halo Medevac maintains the highest standards

Phillips Heartstart MRx ALS defibrillator/

for medical and technical equipment on our

pacemaker

aircraft.Each aircraft is equipped for advanced

Oxylog 3000 ventilator

life support. In addition to our LifePort stretcher

Infusion pumps

systems, which contain 110 volt AC power, oxygen,
medical air and suction, our standard onboard
medical equipment includes:

I-STAT blood gas analyzer
Additional services:

ALS base unit (loading system, O2,

Stork neonatal transport isolette

compressed air, vacuum, electricity)

ECMO transport

SatCom for worldwide communication

We can also provide medical accompaniment

Standard medical equipment
Phillips MP2 multi-parameter transport monitor

AIRCRAFT TYPE:

services for patients capable of travelling on
commercial airlines.

SPEED AND RANGE CAPABILITIES:

SEATING CAPABILITIES:

KING AIR 200
310 mph
1,200 sm

Patient + 5

CITATION V ULTRA
380 mph
1,400 sm

Patient + 6

LEAR 35
485 mph
2,200 sm

Patient + 5

LEAR 35A R/X
495 mph
2,500 sm

Patient + 5 / 2 Patients + 3

LEAR 45
485 mph
2,200 sm

Patient + 5

LEAR 55
485 mph
2,200 sm

Patient + 4

MEDEVAC
1-888-291-4566
halomedevac.ca

CALGARY
230 Aviation Place, NE
Calgary, AB T2E 7G1
TEL: 403–275–8121

INC.

EDMONTON
1020–8 Avenue
Edmonton, AB T5J 2T2
TEL: 780–890–7199

MEDEVAC

INC.

LEAR 35A R/X RANGE

Anchorage

Stockholm

Keflavik
Novosibirsk

Petropavlovsk

Vancouver

London

Edmonton
Calgary

Bejing

Moscow

Paris
Rome
New York

Madrid

Los Angeles
Cairo

NON STOP
RADIUS

Delhi

Santo Domingo

Dubai
Dakar

Bangkok

Because
experience
is critical.

ONE STOP
RADIUS

SERVICES

Nairobi

TWO STOP
RADIUS
Buenos
Aires

Halo Medevac is a premium, full-service patient
Sydney

transport solution. We take pride in offering you a

Johannesburg

great customer experience—whether you’re calling
our 24/7 quote service or you need to ensure an
organ is transferred across the country non-stop.

Transporting a critically ill patient is
serious business. We know, because
our expert medical and flight crews
have 25 years of experience and
complete an average of 125 medical
flights each year. With access to
more than 40 aircraft, we can
choose the right crew and aircraft
for every flight or situation.

We offer:
Patient transportation accompanied by critical

ABOUT US

care specialists to a receiving hospital (we have

Halo Medevac is a new brand, built on a long

access to over 40 aircraft, including long-range
aircraft capable of worldwide access, that can
accommodate multiple patients)

and proud history. Halo Jets, which launched in
Edmonton, Alberta, in 2008, has now merged with
Sunwest Air Ambulance—a division of Sunwest

Quick and accurate confirmation of aircraft

Aviation that has operated out of Calgary, Alberta,

availability

since 1985.

Coordination of ground transportation for the
patient and the patient’s family members
Medical consultations to determine the patient’s
condition
24-hour access to a medical director

Halo Jets’ and Sunwest’s shared vision and values
around the quality of the transport experience
created the perfect pairing. Through a commitment
to safety and the finest flight crews, critical care
specialists, and physicians in the industry, we

Communication with the patient’s family, friends,

have become Halo Medevac Inc., the largest air-

and hospital staff as required

ambulance provider in western Canada. We also

Competitive pricing

believe we’re the best.

TEAM
In our business, experience is critical. The quality
of our team, from the flight crew to our customer
support staff, is unsurpassed in the industry. Our
highly qualified and respected medical director
developed our critical care standards. We rely
on board-certified physicians with air operations
experience, and for paramedics, flight nurses,
and respiratory therapists to support our world
class program. Our flight crews have completed
hundreds of repatriation flights from Africa,
Asia North and South America, Europe and the
Caribbean.

